PATS Form

Praise, Ask a question, Tell what stuck in your mind, Suggest a change

Author: Sam  Date: 11/6/03

Title: “Dog Bite”

Peer Responder: Matthew

P  What do you like best about this piece?

   *It was funny, because it was Sam. Sam is very funny.*

A  What would you like to know more about?

   *How deep was the gash? It was deep enough to draw blood. Make it more like dramatic*

T  What stuck in your mind as you were listening to the piece? Why?

   *Because I can see Sam runnin from the beastly dog, and the blood from the wound.*

S  What kind of potential is there for this piece? What are the possibilities for it? How should the author develop this piece?

   *It could go far (in grades) He could enter it in a contest*